古之学者，必有师。师者，所以传道授业解惑也。
My Story
A Trip to China
Dream Job
HW

① 算术 - suan, shu - simple math
② 数学 - shu xue - advanced math
③ 数 - shu - count (verb)
④ 数一数 - shu yi shu - count it
⑤ 算一算 - suan yi suan - calculate
⑥ 到了吗? - arrived yet?
My Advice
“___________ is SO HARD!”

(Insert Less Commonly Taught Language of your choice here)
#1: Perception is Reality
#2: Choose your metaphors wisely
#3: Understand Your Students’ Motivations
#4: Show students the opportunities!
#5: Be Culturally Authentic in the 21st Century
金拱门
24小时营业
Thank you